Venus Lovelife Mysteries

Illustration #7-1 Blighted Love Life, Connie’s Chart
Cardinal Group
Neptune in Libra
Mars in Cancer
Fixed Group
Pluto in Leo 		
Saturn in Leo 		
M.C. in Aquarius
Jupiter in Scorpio
Node in Taurus

09 degrees
16 degrees

38 minutes
49 minutes

13 degrees
16 degrees
18 degrees
22 degrees
26 degrees

54 minutes
47 minutes
00 minutes
04 minutes
53 minutes
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Illustration #7-2 Blighted Love Life, Connie’s Aspects
Mutable Group
ASC in Gemini
Sun in Virgo 		
Venus in Virgo
Mercury in Virgo
Uranus in Gemini
Moon in Gemini

13 degrees
15 degrees
17 degrees
25 degrees
25 degrees
28 degrees
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40 minutes
37 minutes
09 minutes
21 minutes
57 minutes
35 minutes
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Illustration #7-3 Blighted Love Life, Connie’s Midpoints
Completed and ready for interpretation!
Venus Lovelife Chart - Female Lover/Connie
Let’s review the 1-2-3 system. First, check the Connie’s Venus
sign placement for character traits. Next, review the traditional
360-degree circle in Astrology for Venus contacts. Last, look at
the Venus midpoints in the 90-degree circle using Cosmobiology.
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1. Venus in Virgo
Traits- Analytical/Critical/Perfectionist
Earth Sign - Practical/Sensible
Mutable Sign - Adaptable/Changeable
2. Aspects - 360 degree circle (Astrology)
Venus conjunct Sun
Venus conjunct Mercury
Venus square Moon
Venus square Uranus
Keyword Interpretation:
Ve/So 		
Love/Individuality or Make-up
Ve/Me
Love/Thoughts
Ve/Mo
Love/Emotions
Ve/Ur 		
Love/Developer
3. Midpoints - 90 degree circle (Cosmobiology)
Venus
Jupiter ------|-----Mars ------|-----Mars ------|------

Neptune
Saturn
M.C.

Keyword Interpretation:
Ve/Ju/Ne
Love/Happiness/Disappointment
Ve/Ma/Sa
Love/Sex/Immorality
Ve/Ma/M.C. Love/Sex/Ego
(The stellar bodies not in potent contact to Venus have been
deleted from #2 and #3 steps to avoid confusion)
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Summary: Connie’s Venus contact to her Sun accentuates a
‘loving’ individuality and makes love vital to her.
She is a romantic (Ve/Ur) with thoughts of love (Ve/Me) plus an
emotional attitude (Ve/Mo) toward love.
Disappointments are inevitable because of the unreal (Neptune)
attitude toward happiness (Jupiter) in love (Venus). Too much is
given to love and this is not a realistic approach.
Mars/Saturn will discipline and stabilize in order to develop a
true love relationship. If there is not sufficient discipline then
Saturn will corrupt and pervert the relationship. Love will play a
part in the development of her ego (Ve = Ma/M.C.).
Now read the following case study and see how aptly this
simplistic keyword interpretation describes Connie’s lovelife!
HISTORY: Blighted Love Affair - Connie and Scott
After seven years of secret meetings and a back-street love affair,
Connie wanted an end to this way of life. Still, she could not
make the decision to leave him.
Connie met Scott when she was 26 years old. He was a fascinating
older married man with charm personified as shown by his Sun/
Mercury in Libra and Venus in Leo.
At the time she met him, transiting Neptune was making several
contacts to her natal chart. Neptune contacted her Mars, which
idealized and weakened her energy, and her Venus/Saturn
midpoint, which in an effective manifestation indicates a
sensitive love and discipline, or in an ineffective manifestation,
tells of disappointing love and perversion.
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Last, Neptune contacted her Jupiter/Ascendant, which would
bring either a sensitive idealistic contact to expand her
environment, or an undermining contact into her environment
that would expand her life deceptively.
Transiting Jupiter was contacting her Venus/Sun by opposition
and accentuated the ineffective Jupiter expansion in a love
relationship.
Her Moon/Uranus square Venus emotional nature has an
exceptional quality of independence in its search for love. Moon/
Uranus gives a progressive or a revolutionary twist to the love
union through its contact to Venus.
The Mercury mental contact conjunct Venus trine Moon/Uranus
may mean love will tie in with the individual’s uniquely Uranian
interest in life. They both shared an intense interest in the
metaphysics and did public speaking together on this subject.
Connie had always been burdened with family problems.
Saturn/M.C., a part of her fixed grand cross, gave enormous
responsibility through the family. She desperately wanted to
escape this oppression in her life, but she did not have the resolve
to separate.
Her Gemini Ascendant confers a true Gemini vacillation.
Mutables on the Ascendant are notorious for being unable to
make a decision, so Scott made the decision for her. He left his
wife, rented an apartment for Connie, and convinced her to move
in with him. This was not the first apartment he had shared with
a lover during his married life.
In regard to the midpoints that read Ve = Ma/M.C. which
interpreted would be Love/Sex/Ego, you see another interesting
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situation, He found her a job in his business. This work along
with the public speaking they did together, formed her whole
life. The sexual relationship tied in with her ego.
If Connie broke off the relationship, she was out of both jobs.
Now, seven blighted years later Connie longed for more than the
grim emptiness of sitting alone on the holidays while her lover
dined with his family. She hated not being able to be seen with
him in public.
His children were grown and yet Scott claimed to be tied to his
unhappy marriage not so much by his wife’s financial threats but
most strongly tied by his daughter’s traditional thinking.
Why his daughter’s thinking? Chart comparison revealed his
daughter’s Pluto to be in contact with his Venus within one
degree!
The Total Keyword Synastry Interpretation Chart (T.S.I.) in
the author’s book, Midpoint Synastry Simplified, tells you
that a Pluto/Venus contact between charts always indicates a
‘challenge’ or a ‘domination’ of the lovelife!
Excerpt “Another’s PLUTO on your VENUS
Effective: Another’s Pluto on your Venus challenges your love
expression or your creative expression
Ineffective: Another’s Pluto on your Venus controls or dominates
your love expression or your creative expression.”
In this case the daughter dominated the Libra father’s thinking
and as a result, his lovelife!
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